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Summary

Picture in your mind’s eye a music video that intrigued you. Whether it was the vibrant colors, the timely choreography set to the rhythmic beat, or the pretty face emoting, place that into your mind. You want to see it again. Enjoy those five minutes one more time. What was the name of the song? Can you remember the artist, any of the lyrics? No, the only thing that lingers is the images and the humming of the melody. How will you find this nugget of media in the large dark mine of the Internet? Music videos are characterized by their marrying of visual content and musical content. Despite music video’s existence as a dual component art form, they are left to only be classified by their lyrical component. Those seeking music videos work with a limited tool set to find their chosen content, such as searching by the metadata of the song. This method completely ignores the visual aspects of the media. Welcome Piece, a new augmentation system created as a method for searching music videos by adding to existing music recommendation systems. The aim of Piece is to contribute to the initial development of an augmentation to pre-existing music recommendation systems. Extending the systems range with the addition of a music video search ability by integrating tags inspired by the visual elements of videos. Addressing cross-cultural-multilingual difficulties. Allowing for new ways to share, enjoy, and use music videos. First focusing on the music videos produced in the Korean pop music industry. The thesis concludes with the acknowledgment that further study is needed by branching into other music genre’s, finalization of Piece’s system, and full implementation of Piece’s ability to be integrated into existing systems.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Picture in your mind’s eye a music video that intrigued you. Whether it was the vibrant color scheme, the timely choreography set to the rhythmic beat, or the pretty little face emoting on the screen place that into your mind. You want to see it again. Make it fresh in your memory again. Enjoy those five minutes one more time. What was the name of the song? Can you remember the artist, any of the lyrics? No the only thing that lingers is the images and the humming of the melody. How will you find this nugget of media in the large dark mine of the Internet? That is where Piece comes in.

Music videos are characterized by their marrying of visual and musical content. Despite music video’s existence as a dual component art form, they are simply categorized by their musical qualities. Left to be classified by the genre given to its lyrical counter part. Those seeking music videos work with a limited tool set to find their chosen content, such as searching by the metadata of the song. This method completely ignores the visual aspects of the media. The aim of this thesis is to contribute to the initial development of an augmentation to pre-existing music recommendation systems. Extending the systems range with the addition of a music video search ability by integrating tags inspired by the visual elements of videos. Giving the users the ability to create their own tags and uses. Presenting Piece, a tool music search systems can add to their existing programs. Piece endows the system the ability to search for music videos by their visual qualities, metadata, and by user suggested tags. No longer will you have to scramble in the dark. As long as you have a piece of the puzzle, Piece will give
you a peaceful search experience.

1.1. Proposal

Piece is a multi-faceted tool developed from four fields of data. We combined existing genre categories from music, movies, and television, company produced metadata, user generated metadata, with current music recommendation systems analysis’s to generate the bases for our new hybrid system that fits the dual nature of music videos. This would require formulating tags to facilitate the annotations. Tags are ”unique identifiers for a component or line segment found in the data cache not expressed in text but in data.” [2] Annotation though similar is not the same. Annotation is ”information about a component or line segment that appears on a drawing. This text can include the tag property of a component or line segment.” [2] Piece is built on the principle of utilizing users natural language to create these tags. Piece can be used for self-expression; greater ability for categorization, detail oriented sorting, and quick searching. Therefore understanding the people who use it leads to a more user friendly interface based in the words and phrases they themselves would use. Through annotation, categorization, and organization a platform for searching music videos can be created. Piece builds something new from the foundations of what already exists just like music videos themselves. To reiterate our new platform, Piece, is a multicultural music and visual based system that has room for growth. It allows for professional and personal categorization. It begins addressing cross-cultural limitations of old systems. It is not a finished product but rather an exploration into a new protocol for system development.

1.2. Parameters

This thesis is a grounded theory study. Beginning with an initial exploratory observational research study to look into related works and current annotation systems. Followed by an observational research study done on the common search and consumption habits of music video’s consumers. Using these exploratory searches as a jumping off point, the next stage was that of a problem orientated
qualitative research method using cross sectional studies consisting of descriptive surveys and interviews before and after witnessing the music video samples. The first cross-sectional study was done with a small sample with a diverse cultural background.

The perfect system for organizing and recommending music is a commonly sought out dream. Tagging music in itself is difficult. From troubles in cross cultural categorization, language barriers, and an industry that cannot agree what qualities constitute a genre, such a goal seems futile. Different professionals might have differing opinions between what qualifies as say an indie rock song or a pop punk anthem. [7,33] Companies and studies have worked several angles in an attempt to solve these problems. All of these focus solely on annotating music. This thesis looks to apply their techniques to another medium of the music industry. Music videos require one to analyze both musical content and visual content.

Taking into account the troubles found in the music industry, sorting genres in their culture and then attempting to globalize them, looking into a specific cultures genre seemed prevalent for the initial study of Piece. Turning to K-pop was a choice geared toward addressing these concerns in the industry. Therefore, this thesis primarily focuses on the music videos produced in the Korean pop music industry. This genre of music was chosen due to the fact that Korean Pop music (Kpop) is an industry heavily reliant on music videos to distribute its content and bring in new consumers. Beginning in 1999, hallyu (the concept of Korean popular culture) has been steadily growing. Showing its international rise in 2009 and breaking into a 5 billion dollar industry as of 2017. [11] It has a large global fan base despite the language/cultural barriers. According to the Korean Foundation with aid from the Korean Foreign Ministry, as of 2015 International fans reached 35.59 million, an increase of 63 percent since 2014, at 21.82 million. Kpop fan clubs are now in over 86 countries roughly about 1,493 in total. [10] The totals of 2017 have currently not been translated into English. Music videos are important to the industry due to their ability to be the gateway for many international fans into Kpop. There is a large variety of styles but visual aesthetic is a major factor in all Kpop videos. The most viewed Kpop song as of 2018 is Psys Gangnam Style at 3,038,872,419 views on YouTube alone. The top viewed K-pop video on Youtube in 2018 is currently ”TT” by Twice with over 300 million views on
YouTube. The average views on YouTube for Korean pop music videos tend to be closer to 200,000 views. [37] These totals do not reflect the all of the views from every site on the Internet of each song. If looking at the Korean viewing base one has to look at other music video websites totals such as Bugs Music, Naver Music, M.Net, and Melon to name a few. Countries such as China and Thailand also have their own preferred websites and apps to access music video content such as, JOOX or COOLISM. Korean pop music stands as a testament to the power of music videos for crossing cultural lines.

For some music consumers K-pop means music made by idols. Idol is a term commonly used to refer to musical performers who are promoted as total packages, dancing, singing, good looking, and more about this manufactured product then the music itself. As for Koreans, K-pop can mean anything from Idol music, to music with upbeat tempo melodies, and/or music made by large companies. They have a separation for their genres of music. Where as internationally music produced in Korea is often placed under the umbrella term of Kpop. [24] So how can these distinctions that happen in Korea be made and understood overseas? Especially if even industry professionals have a hard time agreeing with what constitutes each genre in their own country? This problem reflects the trouble of the music sorting industry at large.

The pre-study and the tag identification study where conducted in English. The tag identification study was also done in Japanese. This project is in the process of being conducted in the Korean language. The reason for choosing English is that currently most global music companies and music distribution sites use the English/American music genres system. English made sense as the beginning language for identifying words and phrases for tagging the music videos. Japanese was chosen due to current access to the Japanese population and it’s large consumption of Korean pop music. Both languages allowed for testing in the language that is not utilized in Korean pop music. Sometimes Korean pop songs are translated into Japanese. Some are also created solely for Japanese distribution. The only other languages that sometimes get this treatment is Chinese and English. This was a marker of their high rate of consumption of the K-pop industry. This study was comprised of a larger sample. Diversity in cultural background, age, and gender was factors looked for in sample selection. This thesis
used Kpop music videos as its sample base for content.

1.3. Contributions

- 1: Insights into how and why people search for music videos.
- 2: Differences in tagging and search practices based on culture/background.
- 3: Generation of annotations from reported responses individual to user’s specific backgrounds. Using posture and facial expression (based on active and passive posture) as guides to annotation placement in content.
- 4: Possibility of auto-generation of specific tags for current and future content.

1.4. Thesis Structure

The thesis is as follows. Chapter two will review related works and companies in the field of music organization and/or search engines. The chapter will break down their approaches, positive attributes, and short comings. It will finish by summarizing the total of available methods and how this lead to the creation of Piece. Chapter three presents the design process undertaken to develop the future structure of Piece. Chapter four looks over the evaluation of the tag identification studies conducted for Piece as a means of creating a bases for its data structure. The chapter will describe the guidelines on how to implement Piece’s structure. Chapter five will look at the study conducted to show proof of concept in using natural language as a form of tag generation. Chapter six discusses the ongoing collaboration with professor Nam and his students at KIAST. This thesis ends on chapter seven giving the conclusions, limitations, and possible future works that came as an outcome of the research conducted.
Chapter 2

Related Works

Music videos arguably came about in or around the 1920s with the invention of soundies, talkies, and musical short films. More commonly it is believed that music videos, as we know them today, came about in the 1980s. The art form being made popular by music video shows such as Countdown and MTV. Since that time music videos have been used as an artistic form of expression and/or a promotional device. Music videos have been used for all genres of music and in multiple countries music industries. Despite their long-standing role in the music industry they are often left second-class to their song counterparts. Music videos are rarely categorized separately from their song genre making looking into specific content, moods, and or styles difficult. That’s not truly recognizing the visual effort put into the cinematography required to develop a music video. The styles and content that they create are important contributions to the music industry. There are companies and industries specifically devoted to putting these visual expressions to their musical counterparts. Despite the money, time, and effort pored into these creations they are not given recognition. When searching for music videos you cannot look for them by their visual media. One has to search by metadata alone. What if you want to find something specifically based on a color palette, a mood that it gives off, or a story that it conveys? You cannot find this by the name of the artist or the genre. That is where this thesis begins.

In this the digital age access to music is substantial. The need for greater organization and retrieval is imperative. Users are no longer restricted to a physical storage space for their music collections. Consumers have access to hundreds of
thousands of songs and the number is growing everyday. Organizing and searching these vast databases is a feat. Existing systems function but are far from perfect. Relying on outdated classification sets, limited information, and globally ignorant categorizations. Meta data, such as song name, album title, etc. is a common tool used but it is time consuming labor-intensive work, not to mention expensive. [31] It requires a large scale content analysis and web-mining of all content wanted in the system. It can only be done by paid professionals, often within the company. It is also limited. Meta data is just the facts about a song such as, artist-name or album-name. It does not address any of the intrinsic musical or vocal elements of a song beyond the genre classification. Genres, often found in the metadata, tries to classify this information. Humans have the ability to process, recognize, and analyze sound based on its construct. Humans can build connections between songs and their elements distinguishing patterns. Do to this ability humans can categorize music into genres. [31] Genres are a frequently used form of organization for artistic media. Commonly placed as a part of the songs metadata set. In Music Information Retrieval (MIR) research a great emphasis on genre is placed when it comes to organizing and retrieving musical content. Genre is often designated through feature extraction of the music. Feature extraction is when a segment of audio is analyzed and characterized. This characterization is often expressed in a compact numerical representation. This segment is built from analyzing elements such as pitch, timbrel features, and rhythm. [42] Genre schemes are commonly used to structure collections of musical content. Genres are not infallible however. They are far from objective and are inconsistent. [1,29,40] They are highly dependent on the listeners behavior. McEnnis and Cunningham explain that ”music is interpreted in terms of how it expresses local issues and concerns.” Do to this the understanding of the music can be radically changed from its intended inspirations or meanings.” [28] The more distant or removed the culture from the producing culture the greater the potential for distortion. Studies pertaining to music genres and classification schemes concluded that they are nether objective, consistent, or reliable. There is not a strong conscious on what marks a genre. [9,35,42] Despite these grievous shortcomings genres still remain a comfortable way for users to search for their music. It still functions as a primary search quality. Provided access via bibliographic info and genre scheme
assumes the users prior musical knowledge for music retrieval.

Generally speaking most music recommendation systems existing today use user-supplied metadata, web-based metadata, and company given metadata to supplement the old method of content-based systems. User-supplied metadata is still developing. Currently the most sought after system is one that incorporates audio characteristics into its framework. Individuals have their own organization systems. An example being, one music listener organizes their collection by music genre while another might organize it in alphabetical order by artist. Humans build an idea of music analysis that is fully personal. In Bennett's Popular Music and Culture, he sums up the process in which consumers add layers of meaning to the musical content they consume. "Consumers take the structures of meaning the musical and extra musical resources associated with particular genres of pop and combine them meanings of their own to produce distinctive patterns of consumption and stylistic expression.” [4] The idea for Piece bloomed from this circular relationship between humans and music.

2.1. Existing Systems

A music video annotation system does not exist. Search systems for music videos such as, YouTube, do exist but it does not have the ability to find videos based on content tags but rather on metadata tags only. Music recommendation systems are commonly based on two approaches to sorting: content based analysis and collaborative filtering. Content based analysis looks at the lyrics, vocal qualities, and musical make up of a song to generate tags that can be used to find the song. Content based analysis organizes its database by these intrinsic features in a song. [28] Examples of experimental systems using the content based analysis strategy include, Pampalk et al.'s [34] system with the exception of user’s abilities to augment the system with explicit tags, Logan's [27] generating recommendations from similarity, and the systems proposed by Chen and Chen. [6] So if a person is using this system they will be able to find songs similar to say the harmony, RPMs, melody, etc. Pandora.com is a commercial example of this type of system. Collaborative filtering looks at the relationship between users and musical items to make predictions. It closely follows user’s behavior and responses
to build how it will recommend music to the user. A user using this system would be able to search for music based off of statements like, 'If you like... then you might like...'. Multiple commercial services use this strategy such as, iTunes, Spotify.com, and YouTube.com. More and more frequently music recommendation systems have begun incorporating user-supplied meta-data to their pre-existing content-based approaches. It allows for cheaper information gathering as well as user customization. Users would be able to search for content by more opinionated terms such as moods and/or user curated play lists. Spotify.com and 8Tracks.com are examples of this system form.

2.1.1 Commercial Systems

Spotify

Spotify is the only on-demand music streaming service that is not a web-based service. [19] Rather, it uses a peer-to-peer network (p2p). 8.8 percent of the music playback comes from Spotify’s servers. The peer-to-peer network handles 35.8 percent. Spotify also employs the user’s local cache at about 55.4 percent. Spotify on smart-phones is the only part of their system that gets all the music directly from the Spotify servers. 61 percent of playbacks are done in a predictable order. This means listening to an album front to back. Spotify pre-fetches the full album or playlist so that it can play instantly. Not only does Spotify queue up the album it queue up subsequent tracks. Only 39 percent of playback is accessed randomly. This is when users cherry pick through tracks rather then full albums or lists. Another unique quality of Spotify is the users ability to share playlists and tracks through social media. Users can link their Facebook or other social media accounts and publish what they are listening to or share directly with other users. [19] Unlike Pandora.com Spotify does not build a playlist for you from the kinds of music you like. That said a version of this, Spotify’s ”Artist Radio”, is in current development. Spotify builds its recommendation system by user habits. Collaborative filtering is the primary in their search hierarchy. Layer two comes from direct and indirect user-supplied metadata mixed into their pre-existing content-based algorithm. User supplied data comes from tags given to songs and playlists by users. Users are able to curate playlists. If they want to
make them searchable they have to add tags. Giving simple hash tags such as, happy, sad, sexy, or party. This can also get a bit more outlandish. Some users tag playlists with tags of anime characters, celebrities, or literary characters they feel the playlist fits. This displays some of the flexibility of humans categorization methods. An ideal system for Piece to be added to is Spotify. One, it has no music video function whatsoever. Spotify only works with tracks. There is no conflicting or pre-existing system to get in the way. Two, its search system already works in a kin to Piece’s. Working on a multi-level hierarchy, collaborative filtering, user-supplied metadata, tags/annotations, Spotify only misses three of Piece’s infrastructure. Vocal annotation, musical annotation, and international search assistance. Of course it also misses Piece’s keystone, music videos.

**YouTube**

YouTube is a juggernaut online service when it comes to viewing videos. This includes music videos. Record labels around the world have their own YouTube channels in an effort to get hype from it’s strong user base. YouTube employs a simple but effective algorithm for calculating relevancy of videos to searches on its website. First and foremost is the metadata. The metadata has to be added by the user who uploads the video, YouTube does not do this itself. The metadata can include titles, artist name, company, etc. Under the label of metadata users can also add tags and the lyrics/captions to increase search ability. Secondly comes popularity. How often is a video searched for and viewed. This part is recorded and kept by YouTube. This method is imperfect. It does not count individual people who view the content but the total number of views. YouTube also employs a thumbs up and thumbs down ranking. Users can ether thumb up or down videos, the more ups the higher the ranking of the video and vice versa. To augment some of the troubles this causes YouTube also counts watch time. How long do users stay and watch the content? Do users watch the video in full? YouTube does not have a robust MIR system in place. Despite the fact that YouTube mainly gets its information by user generated metadata it does not allow for much customization. It’s recommendations can be repetitive, loosely related, and even sometimes feel random to users. Recommendations usually come from videos with similar keywords in their title or by a ‘viewers that watched that
watched this’ style. [14] This means that users are limited to presumed knowledge of musical information. If a user does not know the bibliographical information of the desired video they are left with little options.

Since systems like these are already in place building a whole new product is ill advised. MIR research and the companies that implement their findings are constantly updating their systems and tactics. Piece comes from an understanding of this industry landscape.

2.1.2 Experimental Systems and Cross-cultural Music Information Seeking

The amount of research done by in MIR on non-western music is minimal at best. Futelle and Downie [8,13] bring to light this gregarious oversight in the MIR research base. Whether it is a Westerner searching for none western music or vise versa all people who seek music information are plighted by the incapacities of current systems. The largest hurdle in this arena is language. Metadata often comes in the language of the contents origin. If a user searching is not native in this language they face navigation issues. What if this user cannot remember the artist, title, or album? What if the information is in a different writing system? The Roman alphabet doesn’t work for writing Korean or Chinese. It requires translation and not all companies are willing to do this. Independent artists can not always afford to do this. If a Korean user wants to find a Japanese song, how do they go about it? Lee, J. H. [26] looked into how Korean users of Google Answers and Naver, a popular Korean 'knowledge search' portal, navigated these challenges through group information mining. What they found was a reliant way of finding answers to vague, outlandish, and incomplete queries about music. Most questions where not only answered but answered correctly and verified. Queries often consisted of sections of lyrics, descriptions of visuals, or desired traits/musical qualities. These traits could be asking for songs appropriate for special occasions (weddings, birthdays, parties), moods (upbeat, good for studying, meditation), or for specific people (father, sister, etc.). [26] When asking after their queries users could remember visual characteristics. Sometimes key components of the searches rested in related or 'associative metadata' such as the song
appearing in a movie or TV show. Not useful for an MIR system but it is if the MIR system is used for music videos.

2.2. Insights

One tactic to be undertaken in the development of Piece might be to try an identify tags that are culturally neutral. Tags that are multilingual or could be used by multiple cultures. In McEnnis and Cunningham’s exploration on the contributions sociology can bring to music recommendation systems they recommend a shift in the definitions of sub-cultures and neo-tribes when applied to construction of a multicultural system. Sub-cultures are described as “a social group that is significantly different from others and requires a significant commitment to join.” While as a neo-tribe refers to “a loose group of people that share a subset of musical tastes.” They state that a system that can recognize the differences between these two groups would go a long way in it’s prediction capabilities. [28] Lending the ability to distinguish rigidly defined personal definitions of a genre or style of music from users who stay on the fringe of the groups musical contributions. In an attempt to develop a multicultural system Piece will have to understand this thin line and execute it when performing it’s duties. Lee’s study located seven main queries pertaining to music on Naver and Google Answers, “Identify artist/work, get recommendations, acquire lyrics, request translation, locate specific version of work, seek information, request transliteration, and to locate a work.” [26] The percentage at which these queries where more commonly asked showed significant cultural differences. This significance opens the way to classifying those features that could be considered universal ways of inquiring verses those that are more 'culturally determinate'. When composing the surveys necessary to begin gathering tags for Piece keeping these seven types of inquires is wise. Focusing on how it can meet these needs or render them mute. For Piece a system that has facilities like Bainbrige’s et al [3] a ‘query-by-example model’ for the MIR system might help alleviate some of the strain caused by users’ wide range of descriptions and search terms.
Chapter 3

Design

Piece is a concept born of a deceptively simple dream, for a music video recommendation system. Piece is a tool developed to augment MIR systems or work as an independent music video search system. Piece by combining existing genre categories from music, movies, and television, company produced metadata, user generated metadata, with current music recommendation systems analysis’s generates accumulates into a new hybrid system that fits the dual nature of music videos. Piece formulates tags to facilitate the annotations necessary to run such an undertaking. The tags where gathered from users, lyrics, vocal annotation, and pre-existing systems to form a pool of data. These sources where organized into hierarchal layers to build a top-down system of categorization. Layer one saw that each music video from the sample was categorized by combining music, movie, and TV genres to create holistic genres that music videos can be placed under giving credit to its dual media style. Layer two, incorporated existing annotation systems used by 8tracks, YouTube, and Spotify. One facet that makes this annotation system somewhat unique is that it takes into account the commonalities and differences between cultures and languages when consuming musical content. It goes directly to the people and asks them what terminology they would use to describe the content they just consumed. Though its greatest uniqueness comes from what its being applied to, music videos. Layer three recorded what people remember, look for, and enjoy in music videos. What is it about the visual portion of music videos that draws people to want to watch them? To begin addressing cross-cultural needs we conducted layer three in two languages, English
and Japanese. A form of this study is currently underway in Korean. The answers provided by the participants in each language would then be combined and translated into each language allowing for an expanse of tagging terminology for each culture. Piece is ultimately an augmentation tool. An extension to the MIR system geared toward the integration of music videos into the commercial world of music recommendation systems.

3.1. Design Process

Piece’s design is a guideline for implementation. It is not a full fledged product, but rather an exploratory work to be take as a guideline for building such a system. Piece currently is a database pool with instructions. Figure 3.13.1 shows the five areas of data Piece pulls from, existing annotations, company meta data, user-generated tags, professionally-generated tags, and global genres. The first data to be added into the Piece system was the metadata. Title of the song, artist, composer, year of the song, album name, etc. All of this data can be pulled from the online databases of the companies owning the rights to each of the songs. Some of the metadata from the music video itself was added into the system. This includes but is not limited to the director of the music video, the stylists, make up artists, the video company, and creative directors of each video. The lyrics of each song was imported and incorporated into the tagging system’s database of words, phrases, and sentences. The lyrics where imported as both a whole and as key adjectives and nouns found within the lyrics. For any videos that had any additional dialogue that was included in the music video but not in the song itself, the script was also imported for these dialog sections alone.
It was important in the construction of Piece to address the user’s capabilities for influencing the development of the system. Tags should reflect the way in which users speak, organize, and process information. Tags generated by our research and by Piece needed to be derived from the people. They also had to be malleable. Capable of changing along side the evolution of language. It was determined that all studies would focus on the users moving forward.

3.2. Pre-Study

3.2.1 Methods

The first exploratory study needed to verify if indeed people retained information based on the visual portion of music videos. It also needed to see if Kpop videos where a viable genre for the study. Finally it had to begin shaping what information would need to be gathered from later participants for the tagging system and what was superfluous. For these reasons a cross-sectional study was
chosen. By surveying the users after each video and at the end the potential use of particular questions and information could be assessed for worth. This exploratory study would form the bases for the primary experiment that would lead to the feeding of the potential Universal search system.

3.2.2 Music Video Selection

Step one consisted of selecting videos that would be used in the initial study. This required creating an intricate selection process, as it would not be possible to show an unlimited number of videos. The videos selected had to encompass a wide range of visual and musical styles, displaying the types that could be found in Kpop videos. The algorithm created for this purpose looked at the total number of views, the genre of the song, the style of the music video, the popularity of said video, the company that made the video, the company that produced the video, the gender of the artists, and whether it was a group or solo artist. Videos had to be no more than five minutes long so as not to press our participants ability to concentrate.

Total number of views was spread out between highly viewed videos and videos with a lower or more average total number of views. If the videos only showed popular videos it would constitute as a bias in the experimental conditions. The same could be said for using only videos with a low number of views. The decision was made to have a pool of ten videos with which participants would receive a randomized set of four videos to view. Ten was thought to be an adequate number to show the wide range of video/musical styles. In the pool of ten videos two videos from each of the main genres of Kpop music were chosen. Two club anthems, two ballads, two hip-hop style, two sugar pop, and two electronic songs to create the total of ten songs to be used. All videos embraced a certain difference in style. Some using bright overly saturated colors others toned down and soft. Videos showed a range of mood and settings, some sad, some happy, some realistic, some fantasy. Some of the videos had story lines, others where more vague or artistic in stylization. Popularity of the videos was calculated from the number of views and their ranking on common music sites such as ITunes, Spotify, and M.Net. Any awards won for the video content was taken into account in this category as well.

There are four major Kpop music companies in South Korea: S.M. Enter-
tainment, YG Entertainment, JYP Entertainment, and FNC Entertainment, as well as smaller recorded labels such as, Big Hit Entertainment and CUBE Entertainment. Representation from all of the major companies and some of the more prominent small companies was represented in the selection. Companies that created or directed the videos where taken into account for a diverse representation of the artistic styles of those in the industry. There is an even number of videos with male and female artists. There are not many groups that have mixed genders so it was decided to leave those off at the moment. An even divide between solo artists and groups, represented in both the male and female genders, was taken into account.

### 3.2.3 Participants

The initial study contained ten participants, two males eight females. Participants demonstrated a sampling of diverse cultural backgrounds. All participants could speak and understand English but it was not required to be their first language. All had little to no exposure to Korean pop music. None of the participants could understand, speak, or read Korean to any degree. The relevant information for each participant from the exploratory study is displayed in the table below.

#### 4.1 Table 3.1: Participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Nationality</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Sexuality</th>
<th>Languages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Italian</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Heterosexual</td>
<td>Italian, English, Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Japanese</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Heterosexual</td>
<td>Japanese, English, German</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Indian</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Heterosexual</td>
<td>Hindu, English, Japanese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Thai</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Heterosexual</td>
<td>Thai, Japanese, English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Bisexual</td>
<td>Chinese, Japanese, English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Thai</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Heterosexual</td>
<td>Thai, English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Heterosexual</td>
<td>Chinese, Japanese, English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Heterosexual</td>
<td>Chinese, Japanese, English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Italian</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Heterosexual</td>
<td>Italian, English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Mexican</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Heterosexual</td>
<td>Spanish, Japanese, English</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.2.4 Procedure

Participants were asked to watch five Korean pop music videos. The music videos were selected from a pool of 10 videos, utilizing the Latin square method so as to ensure controlled randomization of the content. The videos watched by each participant and in what order is displayed in the figure below. 3.2 After watching each video participants were interviewed for qualitative data. Questions consisted of asking the participants for adjectives or phrases they would use to describe the music video, the movie genre they would give to the video, the music genre they would give to the video, what they believed the theme of the video was, and what they thought the key points of the video were. During the experiment, participants where videoed and the recordings saved. The videos where used to examine physiological responses by utilizing the open source program, Openpose, for analysis. To insure a baseline, participants where asked to sit for five minutes while recording their posture at rest. To make sure the recordings were in real-time a cover was placed over the camera before videoing and removed at the exact time that the video began with a simple system of a string that pulled the cover away from the camera lens once the space bar was pressed thus starting the video. Their eye movements where also tracked using the Tobii eye tracking system run through Hypermind to recorded visual interest. The Tobii eye-tracking system consists of a small bar placed at the bottom of the computer screen containing a series of sensors that track, capture, and record eye movements while looking at the screen. [16] It also makes note of when the eyes are at rest or are blinking. At the beginning of each participants session the Tobii system was calibrated to the participant’s eyes using the inbuilt calibration system. Five minutes of recording was done to create a baseline of the participant’s eyes at rest. Afterward an exit interview was conducted for more general thoughts on the music videos as a whole. A key part of the questioning was what part of the story they most remember and in which part they thought was the most important. This is significant not just because it registers their opinion but, because we can compare their responses to the physiological information we developed to see if there is a correlation of any significance. Did they show more physical reactions towards the same moments that they described as the most interesting? Did their eyes widen or did their smile increase when they viewed this particular section? Lastly participants where asked
questions pertaining to their consumption habits of music videos in their everyday life.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Videos</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>BTS-Fire, Orange Caramel-Catallena, Taemin-Move, Hyuna-Roll Deep, Block B-Her</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>Luna-Free Somebody, BIGBANG-Fantastic Baby, BlackPink-Boombayah, Got7-Just Right, 4 Walls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>2NE1-I am the Best, EXO-Love Me Right, Luna-Free Somebody, Taemin-Move, 4 Walls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>BTS-Fire, Orange Caramel-Catallena, EXO-Love Me Right, Hyuna-Roll Deep, Block B-Her</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>BlackPink-Boombayah, Got 7-Just Right, 2NE1-I am the Best, BIGBANG-Fantastic Baby, EXO-Love Me Right</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.2: Videos Watched Sample

Recorded videos where run through Openpose. It is a free open software system that allows one to track the posture and facial expression changes of participants as they view the videos in real-time. The Openpose software works by utilizing the camera built into the computer. The software allows you to map key points on the body and face and follow their changes over time. [32] These key points are recorded as data, every frame is recorded and key points marked for that frame. The data recorded at each key point comes out as a series of numbers, marking the position of that key point. By calculating the difference between each changing point for each key frame one can see how the body and face changes over time. This allows one to map, for example, the upturning of the corners of the mouth that occurs when someone smiles. By matching these body posture and facial expression changes, it is possible to see what peoples’ reactions are to particular moments in the music videos physiologically. [36] The data outputted by Openpose also comes along with a time stamp. This time stamp can be compared to the real-time video to see what part of the music video they are watching at the time of the change. Thus we gain a physiological understanding of each persons reactions while exposed to the content. This physiological data was compared to that of the responses each individual gave during his or her interview. Looking for a correlation between the memorable moments stated by the participant and
their posture. The data given from Openpose was compiled with the eye tracking data given by the Tobii system to comprise the profile of each participant.

Figure 3.3: Key Points of P4 from Frame 1286.

### 3.2.5 Results

Overall response to the content was positive. Four of the participants expressed a desire to continue seeking out further Kpop content. Participant 3 responded with, "It is not really my thing but I can understand the appeal.” What moments stuck out to them often relied on their ability to understand it. A connection was identified between cultural background and points of interest to the participant. Many of the participants tried to relate back concepts of the videos to things related in their cultures. If the content seemed to "vague” or "weird” for them they displayed this with more down turned facial expressions, squinting of the eyes, tensed posture, and negative verbal feedback. While as for content that they found relatable was met with a posture that leaned toward the content and an upturned mouth. An example of these two behaviors is shown in the figures below.
Figure 3.4: P3 in Openpose displaying negative/passive posture.

Figure 3.5: P4 in Openpose displaying positive/active posture.

A correlation was found between religious belief system, sexual education, and
the interpretation of content. Those in more conservative cultures had trouble
with more "sexual" or "flirtatious" content. An example of this effect can be
shown in these opposing quotes, one from a heterosexual Italian female aged 26
with no religious affiliations, the other from a heterosexual Indian male aged 23
with strong ties to the Muslim religion. Participant 1 when asked about the events
in the f(x) video "4 Walls", "All of the members are female. One might be gay?
I am not sure. Or two of them are dating. They are all at least very close to each
other. It’s a story of feeling lost after a break up or tragic event. It was very soft
and bittersweet. They where a cute couple. I liked it, yeah.” This response can
be compared to that of Participant 3, "One of them is a guy right? (after this
question being answered with no) But like two of them where in bed together?
Are they supposed to be dating? That’s weird. I guess it’s a love story or like
about being confused. I don’t know. It was pretty but weird.” Both participants
liked the video to varying degrees but their understanding and feelings toward the
videos content reflected the wide range of human responses do to the influence of
cultural. It was evident that those of the heterosexual persuasion preferred videos
with the opposite sex in them. The bisexual participant preferred videos of the
opposite sex as well. When asked about this they replied, "I think the men look
effeminate and therefore they kind of look like both things I like.” Females showed
a liking to same sex videos replying that, "I can see what I want to be like or like,
they are my friends.” "I want to be friends with them.” "It is easier to relate to
them.” Male participants did not display a similar response.

Testing showed that the physiological information system to locate key points
of interest functioned well. These key points of interest did show correlation to
the verbal information responses given to interview questions regarding points of
interest. It was possible to see positive physical responses to portions of the con-
tent as well as negative or "bored” responses. These positive responses where also
reflected in the responses given by participants. Often when a participant named
the key points of interest or enjoyment for them it was reflected in the physiolog-
ical data. The same can be said for the negative physiological responses. When
participants stated distaste for a portion of a video it was clearly displayed in the
physical data. The hardest state to record though was boredom. As this state
of being could also be interpreted as being at rest or simply not feeling an overt
feeling in general. The baseline recording was essential for understanding each person's responses. It was clear while going through the recorded point data that people express themselves in varying degrees that can only be slightly compared to the "average" human response catalog. [36] Making this portion of the results somewhat unreliable. It would require more in depth processing and more precise tools of recording and measure to insure any significant data.

Participants reported difficulty in categorizing the music video's genre both musically and visually. Participants where at first asked to give a genre from the top of their heads. This proved quite difficult for all participants except for one video, BIGBANG's "Fantastic Baby". All participants placed it under the sci-fi fantasy genre and/or post apocalyptic revolution genre. They classified the music style as a club banger. This is similar to the genre it is usually classified under on music distribution sights. It was easier for the other videos when they where given a list of music and movie genres to select from. Even with the list though there was variation in the answers given by participants.

Identifying adjectives, key terms, and the color palette for each video proved easier then picking a genre for participants. Many respond quickly and with multiple responses each time. Adjectives and key terms showed a great level of overlap. Displaying a large number of similar word choices or similes. The color palette showed little diversity. Participants reported similar responses for each video in kind. Answers often reflected a feeling or mood and then participants would describe it by what colors they remembered. For example when Participant 4 was asked about the color palette of Block B's "Her" they replied with, "It had a bright, colorful mood. Like it wanted to be super happy and saturated. Bright vibrant pink, light blue, pastels, and yellow." Another example of this phenomenon is shown with Participant 5's response about the video "I Am the Best" by 2NE1, "This video had a really tough girl, bad girl, shiny vibe. Lots of metal or metallic colors, black, gold and silver, deep purple, and such." A mood followed by the detail description.

3.2.6 Insights

The experiment made clear the gaps in the interview questions. In the next experiment questions about mood would be added as a main inquiry after the
results from the color palette question. Questions about sexuality while interesting deviated from the primary goal. In possible future studies it could prove insightful but for the sake of this thesis it was dropped in the next study. Further study could also be done into gender or race’s influence on the interpretation of the videos but for similar reasons to that of sexuality it was dropped for the primary study.

This study lacked an understanding of participants emotional states before and after exposure to the content. Emotional states hold a large effect to participants responses in surveys. Failing to address this factor left a possibility for bias that could not be afforded. The emotional state could also show how content in the videos affected mood of participants. This information could be added to the mood tag portion of the system giving further depth to its field. Therefore something to measure emotional state was added as a needed dimension in the next study.

It was found that the data presented by Openpose was not as precise as needed for more accurate findings. A need to refine the facial tracking system was deemed necessary if this component was to continue being utilized. Being able to see more minute forms of expression would be necessary for this information to be truly valued. Though the physiological evidence was found useful in providing a correlation between the reported interest participants felt about certain parts of the videos and their physical responses, it no longer remand necessary for future study. Many studies already exist in the realm of physiological response toward content and displaying interest and other motional states. [15,20,22,30] It held no further use or novelty for the study. Rather it presented more a possible diversion and more effort then practical for this thesis’s goal. It would not be used for the further gathering of tags for the annotation system.

Further limitations where presented due to the small sample size of the experiment. The universal searching system would require a large arrange of key words, descriptions, and phrases to become tags to feed into the annotation system. Otherwise it would not be able to encompass the large diversity of tags potential users might use to search for content. The experiment did not address the goal of globalization of the tagging system in full. Yes it took into account multiple backgrounds and cultures but it failed to address language barriers. It
would have to be conducted in multiple languages to at least begin addressing this problem.

During the interview it was found difficult to get people to comment on just the visuals without addressing on the qualities of the song. Confirming a certain level of necessity for including the musical components in the examination and creation of the annotation system. In the next experiment steps would have to be taken to examine the musical portion of music videos. The properties of these steps would need to be able to combine smoothly with the data of the visual portion. Lastly the examiner would not be in the room for the next experiment. It was evident that participant’s reactions where effected by the presences of another person in the room, creating a biases that needed to be eliminated.
Chapter 4

Tag Identification Study

The goals were formed with the conclusions of the exploratory study in mind and the elements found in the literature review. The Tag Identification Study had four major goals:

1: Obtain words, key terms, and phrases users use to describe/search for music video content. Built from the interview questions asked in the first experiment, the new survey would emphasize the participant’s use of adjectives, mood, and themes to describe the videos. The questions were directed by the information found in the exploratory research and from the common search engine questions users use to search for music videos online. [25,26,42]

2: This experiment would gather data in multiple languages, English, Korean, and Japanese, as a step toward globalization of the tags.

3: Responses gathered in this experiment would be added to existing data, to each language’s responses, and to the vocal annotations of KAIST. Addressing the duality of music videos by combining data from the three layers of data decided upon, metadata, visual descriptors, and vocal annotation.

4: Goal four was to formulate a plan of attack for Piece’s development and testing in future works by consolidating the tags generated from the three processes of data collection and then converting the tags into annotations that could be used in it’s search system.
4.1. Methods

4.1.1 Procedure

The process for this study was comprised of four parts. After filling out the consent form given participants where sent a link to the Google drive housing the documents/surveys that made up the experiment. This drive also held a form containing the instructions for the participants to follow as they moved through the steps. Step one asked participants to fill out the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule or PANAS-SF for short. This test is made up of two mood scales that measure positive affect and the other measuring negative affect. The scale is used to share relations between positive and negative affect and changes in mood due to external stimuli. Affect in psychology refers to whether you feel emotionally positive or negative in regards to mood. Users are required to respond to 20 items in the test. It uses a five-point scale to measure between the lowest responses, 1 ”very slightly” or ”not at all” to the highest response, 5 ”extremely”. Participants answer to what amount they have felt a given feeling within the last week. The span of time can change depending on the use case of the PANAS test such as, right now, today, the past few days, or even a year. The instrument was obtained from the American Psychological Association’s website and its agreements for free use in the case of testing and research. Psychologists Watson, Clark, and Tellegen originally created the PANAS scale in 1988. [43] The scale also gives an average positive affect and an average negative affect of human beings as a baseline for study. The test was used twice in the study. Participants were asked to fill out the PANAS test first before moving into the core portion of the study.

Part two consisted of an initial survey collecting the demographic information of each participant. The survey asked for information about participants’ music and music video consumption habits. Some examples of questions are, how do they find music/music videos, how often do they listen or watch them, and what kinds of music and music videos do they prefer. It also asked the participants what their experience with Korean pop music and music videos was. Have they listened/watched much Kpop? Do they like to listen/watch Kpop often? Lastly it asked about their ability to understand, speak, and/or read Korean. It was important to understand to what level the participants would be able to under-
stand the content. This does not mean just in the sense of language. The amount participants have been exposed to Kpop culture would affect their comprehension of each video.

In part three participants watched each video one at a time. Music videos for the primary experiment when chosen by the same algorithm used in cross-sectional study one. Slight adjustments where made to the videos selected though. Rather then a pool of ten videos chosen and viewed randomly the videos would be a consistent five. All participants would view the same five videos in the same order. The order is fixed to lower the possibility for variations due to change in order. Due to this limitation of videos, the criteria for selection had to be adjusted. There would be no way to show all facets of the Kpop genre, its contributors, and companies. This time the music video company became less of a critical factor for selection. It was made sure that no company would be represented more then once, but the attempt to distribute evenly between major and minor companies was not of import. Videos continued to be representations of different styles of song and visual style. A balance of genders, groups, and solo artists was preserved but became of less importance compared to the styles used in the video. The focus was narrowed into participants’ understanding and ability to describe visual and musical styles shown. When ordering the videos for viewing it was essential that videos with slightly more similar styles where not right after each other. Rather videos with opposing styles where placed back to back in an attempt to help sharpen the contrast. The table below shows the full list of videos chosen for this round of testing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Artist</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BTS</td>
<td>Fire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange Caramel</td>
<td>Catallena</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLACKPINK</td>
<td>Boombayah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f(x)</td>
<td>4 Walls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jang Deok Cheol</td>
<td>Good Old Days</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After each video participants would fill out the survey for that video. They
where asked to answer right afterwards so as to respond when the memory was still fresh. This also kept memories of each video from blending together. A total of five videos would produce a total of five separate surveys. The survey questions where reworded each time to undercut possible misunderstandings in the wording of each question. This helped with curbing repetitive or lazy responses. After analysis of the questions used in the first cross-sectional survey study the surveys where adjusted for more accurate relevant quarries. Questions this time focused more on the moods, aesthetic styles, and the memorable qualities of the content. Leaving behind questions that distract from these topics such as, questions about sexuality and/or gender’s effects on perception. Instead the focus became more on language and the descriptors it would bring forth. Questions drove to find key points of interest to the participant. What would they not only notice but, remember. Adjectives, colors, moods, and tones where sought after. The only questions that deviated from this train of thought asked after participants’ willingness to view again and/or share each video. Using these two questions to measure true enjoyment of the video and to what degree.

At the end of the study the participants where asked to fill out the PANAS-AF scale for a second time. Reporting how they felt at the end of the experiment after being exposed to the content. The two tests where totaled up and the scores were then compared to each other. Looking to see if there was any positive or negative change to disposition after participating in this study.

4.1.2 Participants

The study concluded with twenty-two English-speaking participants and five Japanese-speaking participants. Due to time constraints the Korean portion of this study was left for future study. In the English-speaking group 77.3 percent where female, 18.2 percent male, and 4.5 percent answered as other. Heterosexual dominated the sexuality category with 86.2 percent of participants, 13.6 percent identified as LGBTQ. Ages ranged from 21 years old to 58 years old, with the highest result 22.7 percent being 22. Nationalities showed a wide diversity, Chinese, Mexican, Italian, Greek, Taiwanese, Thai, Polish, Moroccan, Malaysian, German, Cuban, and American as the highest result at 36.2 percent. All participants of course spoke English. Only 4.5 percent of the participants could only speak En-
lish, all others could speak two or more languages. No participant spoke Korean to any degree. Christian was dominant in the religion category at 45.3 percent. Buddhist came in second at 18.2 percent, none religious third at 13.5 percent, and Islamic in fourth at 4.5 percent. 77.3 percent of participants had lived or are living in another country. Only 22.7 percent have never lived in another country.

4.1.3 Results

Pre-Survey

86.4 percent of participants reported that they enjoy listening to music. The other 13.6 percent stated that they do sometimes. No participants answered no they do not enjoy listening to music. Musical tastes spanned a wide distribution. The top answer from participants was that they enjoyed all or at least most types of musical genres. Of the participants that stated more specific genres, the top responses where Rock, Pop including K, C, and J-pop, Ambient or soundtracks, Classical, Jazz, Indie, and Electronic music genres in that order. Almost all participants find their music online, through music services or corresponding apps. Other methods for finding music mentioned where through friends/family, radio or TV, and social media. The top online services used by participants are Spotify and YouTube, 8tracks making a close third. 54.5 percent of participants often try new things. 22.7 percent try new things all the time and another 22.7 percent do sometimes. When asked if it was important to them that the language of a song was one they could understand 13.6 percent said yes, 54.5 percent do not mind at all, and 31.8 percent said sometimes it matters. This feeling was mainly prevalent in how the participants choose to consume musical content. For some they like it more for the beat or for background music, ”It doesn’t matter if I can understand the language, as long as I enjoy the beat or rhythm.” For others the lyrics help with emotional connection to the work. ”If I understand the meaning behind it, I get more attached to that song cause sometimes I can relate it to my current mood or situation I am in.” As this participant demonstrates these two desires are not exclusive to the individual. ”Most of the time music is like background music for me so I don’t always listen closely to the lyrics. But when a song strikes me with lyrics eg that fit my current situation or touches me personally
then I like listening to a song because of the lyrics. Also I’m used to listen to not only English music that I was able to understand quite early in my life but also Japanese/Korean/Thai music ever since I was a kid when I obviously didn’t understand any of those languages.” Mood or intention while listening plays a large part in the need for understanding on a language level. Sometimes beat or sound is enough to satisfy the conditions for connection.

63.6 percent of participants watch music videos sometimes. 22.7 percent do not watch them at all and 13.6 percent watch them frequently. This came as a surprise. The amount of participants who stated that they do not watch music videos whatsoever in the survey were higher then what was predicted in the hypothesis. Their answers as to why they do or do not like music videos revealed the main hurdle for those who do not like to watch videos. “Videos require more focus, I usually listen to music while doing something else. Sometimes I prefer to concentrate on just the music, too.” ”I rarely find them that interesting. Short attention span.” ”No time to sit down and watch music videos, usually listen to music while walking, being on the train, or doing something else that needs my attention (work, study etc.), don’t want to use Internet data for videos in general while on the go.” These quotes point to the main reason for not consuming music video content, they felt that they had no time or desire to spend their time on watching music videos. Music video, unlike music alone, requires the person to go out of their way and truly focus on the product. In the participants opinions, music can be enjoyed while multitasking. For those that do watch music videos they find enjoyment in the themes, aesthetics, and visual impact that videos can have. 43.6 percent of the participants like videos with choreography, the more elaborate the better. The main response was for the ability of music videos to convey a story. ”Sometimes they convey important messages and are very creative.” ”I like when they tell a story that’s not evident from the lyrics alone, and I like when there is interesting dance choreography.” ”Gives a new perspective on the music mainly. But sometimes it’s so visually effective that it helps me understand the message of the artist more.” As made evident from some of these quotes from the participants music videos can help provide explanation about the song or the artists vision, provide more context, and/or present a new interpretation of the song then what they had. For those who enjoy music videos, the content is mainly
found through searches on YouTube, social media, and/or friends. Often sharing the content they enjoyed within these circles.

The last three questions in the pre survey asked after the participants level of exposure, enjoyment, and understanding of Korean pop music. Of participants 36.4 percent have never listened to K-pop before, 31.8 percent have rarely, 9.1 percent have sometimes, 18.2 often listen to K-pop, and 4.5 percent listen to it all the time. For those that listen to K-pop music most began listening to it around the years of 2015-2016. Some went back as far as beginning in 2001, 2006, and 2008. Making most listeners quite recent consumers. When asked about their consumption of music videos 4.5 of participants watch them all the time, 9.1 percent watch them often, 40.9 percent do sometimes, 13.6 percent rarely, and 31.8 percent do not watch them at all. Again none of the participants can speak, read, or understand Korean beyond at most a few scattered words. This concluded the pre-survey portion of the experiment.

**PANAS Test**

The PANAS test results where calculated individually by adding up the totals from the ten positive affect questions and the ten negative affect questions then comparing these to the mean score of those that take this test. Both tests where scored then the four scores where compared to each other looking for any changes to the numbers. The differences in scores was recorded and then a designation of positive change or negative change was recorded. If the positive score went up this was marked as a positive change. If the negative score went up this was marked as a negative change. If the positive change out weighed the negative change it was determined a positive over all change in affect for the participant. The table below holds for examples of this record.4.2

Table 4.2: PANAS Scores Examples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>PANAS Scores 1</th>
<th>PANAS Scores 2</th>
<th>Differences</th>
<th>Positive Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>22P 33N</td>
<td>26P 18N</td>
<td>+4P -15N</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>40P 28N</td>
<td>31P 19N</td>
<td>-1P +3N</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>33P 20N</td>
<td>39P 19N</td>
<td>+6P -1N</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P18</td>
<td>32P 16N</td>
<td>31P 19N</td>
<td>-1P +3N</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The scores of more positive or negative affect from the individual tests is not what was important in the measurement. These can be seen as more like baselines of the participants. The change is what is important. A difference of +,- or +,+ equals a positive affect change overall. A difference of -, - or -, + equals a negative affect change overall. Of twenty two participants the split was almost equal with 12 positive affect changes and 9 negative affect changes. One participant had no change in affect whatsoever. Significance was determined low. With the totals so close it is necessary to further test the affect of exposure to the content to determine any significant change.

**Post-Survey**

Each participants responses were separated by video. Using the Natural Language Toolkit developed by Bird et al. [5], sentences from each participant’s responses were broken down into their grammatical parts. Specifically looking for adjectives, nouns, and phrases that could be utilized for creating tags. In the related work section it was discussed that adjectives and nouns tend to be the primary words to use when searching for content so that became a primary focus for information gathering. [25] After answers where broken down into these component parts, the words were compared to find commonly used terms and descriptors. All repetitions were eliminated by merging together any similar or redundant words to create a segment-level annotation in the system. A hierarchical cluster was created as a result of similarity between tags. After collecting segment-level tag annotation data finally, we utilized the auto tagging results for content-based music search and recommendation.

**4.1.4 Insights**

The study reinforced a need to focus on the human element of developing tags. Piece has to be social, flexible, malleable evolving with the people. Tags rely on language. Therefore Piece’s tags have to be capable of shifting along side languages. By allowing the users to generate their own tags, organize as they please, and share their creations Piece might have the ability to keep up with the ever evolving beast that is language. Mapping similes between languages, such as
house equals in Japanese, builds a capability for cross-cultural search-ability. So if a user does not speak the language of the video they can search in their native language for the content. During interviews
Chapter 5

Proof of Concept Test Study

Now that tag identification had been refined during the tag identification study it was time to look into the practical application of using natural language as a form of generating tags.

- 1: Obtain words, key terms, and phrases users use to describe/search for music video content. Guided by the identification of which descriptors and in what ways people from the tag identification study describe content.
- 2: Focus primary on participants descriptions.
- 3: Compare answers given in one interview with those given in a secondary interview given after a designated period of time. Looking into descriptors or moments that more more retained.
- 4: Compare participants key terms to see what, if any, correlated or matched. Using this comparison to build a rudimentary testable tagging hierarchy system.
- 5: Analyze given responses for application in creating user search interface.
5.1. Methods

5.1.1 Procedure

Participants began by giving their age, nationality, and gender. This study did not focus on demographic info and therefore it was kept to a minimum. The study was separated into two days, about 20 min each day. Day one saw that participants watched two Kpop videos, neither of the videos where used in previous studies. After each video the participant was asked about what they could remember of the video. They were first prompted with only this question. Once answered more specific aspects of the videos where asked to be recalled by the participants. This included what they could remember of the color palette, the mood or feeling of the piece, adjectives they would use to describe the video, and the genre they would give to the video and the music. The questions sought for the participant to describe the video as much as they could both by what first came to mind and by prompting. On day two participants were asked the same questions as the day before but without watching the videos again. Testing what they could recall of the videos. Their ability to remember though was not the primary objective. Rather it was to compare their answers to see if the word choices, descriptions, and what they remembered on their own and with prompting reflected their answers from the day before. If their answers were similar and shared many of the same markers it would serve as a good sign that natural language could be utilized as a means of tag generation for visual media. If there where no or little similarities it would help to show a failure in the system. The answers given by each participant was compared, interviews one and two. After this comparison the two answers where broken down to its key terms. These key terms where then compared against each other, participant to participant, to see if there was overlap in the participants answers. Overlapping terms where then flagged to be top in the tag hierarchy. Terms that overlapped with a few other answers where placed in the secondary category. Finally key terms that did not overlap what-so-ever where placed in the tertiary category.
5.1.2 Participants

Total participants in this study totaled twenty three in all. The cross-section represented eight countries. Participants ages ranged from 18-56 years old. Two participants where very familiar with Korean pop music, the rest had limited to no knowledge of Kpop. Fourteen participants identified as female, six identified as male, three identified as other. All participants spoke English fluently.

5.1.3 Results

First the first and second interviews where compared to each other. Below displays examples of the recorded answers. Two participant’s answers for the first video and two participant’s answers for the second video. A note on the language of the answers. Participants where asked to answer as free flow as they wanted. If an idea or thing popped into their head they where encouraged to just say it, let it flow. Aiding in more natural language responses. Interviews where recored by the researcher and then transcribed. Leaving out more conversational or repetitve responses.
A trend emerged immediately that responses to the second interview where more concise and contained far less details. Terms that where mentioned in the first interview where highlighted if seen as possible key terms but if they did not arise in the second interview they where placed into the secondary category of the tagging hierarchy immediately. They would be moved down to the tertiary category if they failed to match anyone else’s responses. Responses given in the secondary interview where placed at higher value. Given that they where what people could remember after a period of time. It would be less likely that users of Piece would be searching for content they have just seen or are very fresh in the mind. Often it would be more necessary to search with what bits can be remembered over a period of time. Therefore the most natural of the language would be

Figure 5.1: Comparison of 2 participants answers in regards to the first video. Figure 5.2: Comparison of 2 participants answers in regards to the second video.
the language used after this period of rest. Below is an example of these responses being compared. Blue highlights indicate key terms/phrases used in both the first and second responses. Green highlights are possible key terms/phrases that where not given in the first interview.

Figure 5.3: Example of identification of Figure 5.4: Example of identification of key terms in regards to the first video. 2 key terms in regards to the second video. Participants

Terms highlighted in green where answers given in the second interview but not in the first. These terms proved an obstacle. They where remembered at a later time but should they hold the same weight as those given on both days? We took the approach that like those given in the first interview but not in the second they where not good candidate for the primary of the tag hierarchy. Rather they would better suit the secondary layer until compared with other participants.
answers. Continuing with the same examples in the next figure you will see the key terms that I’ve been broken down from both answers from each interview. They have now been compared to other participants answers to see if there’s any correlation between their language choices.

Figure 5.5: Matching terms from two participants. Video 1.

Figure 5.6: Matching terms from two participants. Video 2.

Once compared the terms that arose from several participants answers where kept in the primary level of the tag hierarchy. Those terms that arose and matched with only a few other answers from participants where moved down to the secondary level. Those that match no other answers where moved down to the tertiary level. It was found that some of the answers given in the secondary interview did match with other answers and where kept in the secondary level. Those of the ones that did not were moved down to the tertiary. Through this process
we were able to find twelve key terms for the first video and eight for the second video. The secondary level was much larger at sixteen key terms for the second video and twenty four for the first video. The tertiary level, being that it had lesser constraints, totaled higher but only by a slight margin twenty five for the first video and twenty one for the second video.

5.1.4 Insights

We found that when participants where given prompts they had an easier time recalling information. When continuing the development of Piece it may be wise to take this into account. Giving users the ability to search by stream of consciousness, by detailed account of what it is they are looking for, as well as advanced search options for looking into these particular categories. Possibly with drop down options or checking boxes for the ones that the user is looking for. These categories should include but are not limited to gender of the artists, mood or feeling, Color palette, genre of music and movies, styles, and more specific metadata. Natural language showed that it is a reliable source for tag identification. Auto generation could be created from identifying the descriptors used in the natural language of users to help further facilitate this form of tagging. Continuing this study, as done with the tag identification research, in multiple languages is paramount to furthering our understanding of natural language as a source system for tagging. Even more so when we look to combine languages so that users may search in their native tongue while still pulling up results that might be with tags in another language.
Chapter 6

Combining with KAIST’s work

Simultaneously while this process was being run, our colleagues in KAIST (the Korean Advanced Institute of Science and Technology) where working on the vocal analytics of the songs from the videos in study one and study two. Professor Nam and his masters student Chae Lin Park engineered a program called Music Galaxy Hitchhiker, that allows users to navigate through albums in a galaxy like display. One can see the elements that connect constellations of albums and songs. The connections are based off of their analyses of five main features of the vocal qualities of a song. It gives data on the waveform, beat tempo, RMS energy, spectrogram, onset strength, energy, and tracking the beat. Waveform refers to the shape projected on a graph showing the varying quantities over time of a shape or form. It can refer to a signal, a wave moving in a physical medium, or an abstract representation in general. Beat is a regular repeating pulse that is set underneath the musical pattern. Often referred to as the ”heartbeat” of a song. Tempo is the speed with which a musical pattern is played back, measured in beats per minute (BPM). Beat tempo is the speed at which the beat of a musical piece is played back. Beat tracking records the tempo and the wavelength of the beat throughout the song. Root mean squared or RMS is the calculation of the square root of the mean square. The calculation of this in music measures the values of the voltage and current in waveforms. It takes into account the resistive load caused by the waves power or energy. This calculation affects the impact of when a wave is passed through an amplifier or speakers. Spectrograms are visual representations of the spectrum of frequencies of sound on other signals as they
vary with time. They may also be referred to as sonographs, voice points, or voicegrams. The spectrograms generated by Professor Nam and Chae Lin Park display the onset strength and the energy of a song as well as displaying the other information mentioned above.

Figure 6.1: Example of Tempo recorded output from KAIST Analysis

Figure 6.2: Example of RMS recorded output from KAIST Analysis
There work took the recorded waves and placed them to labels they had developed previously for their initial study. [17] These labels consisted of seventy descriptions about vocal qualities. This included the song as well as any script portions in the video. Previously they had worked on an initial research project in creating a vocal annotation tagging system. This project took the output displayed in terms of spectrograms and marked the elements into terms used in describing vocal qualities. Then incorporated into Chae Lin Park’s Music Galaxy Hitchhiker. Their methods where then employed on the videos selected in our experiments. Currently they are breaking down the spectrograms into the terms. These terms will be combined with this thesis’s findings to add another dimension to the segment-level tag annotation data system. This included the song as well as any script portions in the video. Currently they are breaking down the spectrograms into the terms. These terms will be combined with this thesis’s findings to add another dimension to the segment-level tag annotation data system. The final goal of this collaboration is to build an arm of Chae Lin Park and Professor Nam’s Music Galaxy Hitchhiker program for music video navigation.
Chapter 7

Conclusion

Piece is above all a thesis on providing a piece of the puzzle when it comes to how to search and tag visual media. It is not only plausible but an effective tool for future generations as a recourse to gather and share their visual taste. It is a viable tool for companies to get their music video works out to the consumer in a way more tailored for crossing cultures and for the user to be able to utilize their natural language as a means for access. The final research validates the tagging system while providing a rudimentary hierarchy that can be seen as guidelines for further building on this form of navigation. With combining the Music Galaxy Hitchhiker system of professor Nam and his students at KAIST Piece and its theoretical process for obtaining and sharing music video media in the K-pop genre has become a closer reality. By using people’s natural modes of speech, from multiple countries, we can build a user friendly system that is not hindered by language. Now when you can’t find the name of the song, the artist, the company you will not be stuck adrift.

Music videos are a marriage of visual and musical content. Despite this harmonious combination music videos are left to be categorized by their musical qualities alone. Those seeking music videos work with a limited tool set to find their chosen content threw methods that completely ignore the visual aspects of the media. The aim of this thesis was to contribute to the initial development of an augmentation to pre-existing music recommendation systems. To extend the capabilities of systems by making use of how people speak, in the language they use. No matter what language you use it will be possible to find what you want to
look for. Extending the systems range with the addition of a music video search ability by integrating tags inspired by the visual elements of videos. Giving the users the ability to create their own tags and uses. Presenting Piece, a tool built on the natural language of the people to create a natural system. The intellectual property of Piece endows the system the ability to search for music videos by their visual qualities, metadata, and by user suggested tags. No longer will you have to scramble in the dark. As long as you have a piece of the puzzle, Piece will give you a peaceful search experience.

7.1. Limitations

We were consistently limited by our participant numbers. Finding a way to reach more users for testing would be in great demand if Piece and natural language tagging were to ever be moved into a workable system. Sadly without a form of compensation and low access to both the Japanese and Korean populations it was not possible at this time. Language barrier also played a factor in limiting findings. Since the lead researcher was limited to just an understanding of English and limited Japanese and Korean all tests in the other tests had to be farmed out to volunteer researchers. This included translation of answers back into English for comparison. Since the researchers were not professional translators all translations had to be handled with care to not over emphasize their possibility as corresponding matches. The overall study would benefit from conducting a more long term, large cross-sectional version of the last two studies.

7.2. Future Works

As for future applications and research we hope to move onto, as with our colleagues at KAIST, developing an AI (artificial intelligence) that is able to annotate and analyze music videos based on the knowledge fed to it from its users and begin automatically tagging videos as they’re uploaded into the Piece system. This will mean furthering a long term study like those of the tag identification study and the key term identification study. They will require conduction in multiple languages with far larger sample sizes to accurately represent the large
population of music video search engine users. A strong push toward a growing understanding of further languages that could be applied to the user generated tags and then mapped to corresponding tags in other languages is a major push for Piece’s future. Adaptation of the key term/tag identification methods described in chapter six into an automatic process is a clear necessity to make Piece workable in the real world. It could also be made possible for Piece to have its own portal or RSS system in the future.
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Appendix

A. Tag Identification Surveys

The following are copies of the surveys participants were asked to fill out while participating in the tag identification experiment.
### Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS-SF)

Indicate the extent you have felt this way over the past week.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PANAS</th>
<th></th>
<th>Very slightly or not at all</th>
<th>A little</th>
<th>Moderately</th>
<th>Quite a bit</th>
<th>Extremely</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Interested</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Distressed</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Excited</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Upset</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Strong</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Guilty</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Scared</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Hostile</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Enthusiastic</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Proud</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Irritable</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Alert</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Ashamed</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Inspired</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Nervous</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Determined</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Attentive</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Jittery</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Afraid</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 7.1:** PANAS test used in the Tag Identification Experiment, pulled from the resources of the American Psychological Association.
Figure 7.2: Pre-survey used in the tag identification experiment.
**Post Survey**

Thank you for participating in our experiment. Please fill out each question to the best of your ability. There are no right or wrong answers. This is based on your opinions and memory. The more detailed you can be the better. Thank you!

Video 1 Fire by BTS:

1. What was the basic plot of the video?

2. What was the most significant part of the video to you?

3. Did anything in particular stand out to you?

4. What was the theme of the video?

5. What was the color palette of the video?

6. What was the mood of this video?

7. Please give some adjectives to describe this video.

Figure 7.3: Post-survey used in the tag identification experiment.